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About me 2

BS-MS dual degree [major in Earth and Environmental Sciences]

Education

I am Shubham, I grew up in Hoshangabad, an ancient town on the banks of the Narmada River, in Central India.

Aug'14 - Jul'19

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Bhopal, India

For my Master's Thesis, I studied connections in

rainfall systems. My thesis work and subsequent

continuation of it, resulted in a couple of

publication on complex network based analysis of

rainfall characteristics.

Master's Thesis

Ph.D. Jun'20 -present

Durham University, UK



Besides academics, I enjoy playing Tennis.
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instead generally provide habitats or suitable environmental conditions for themselves (modification is not evenly

distributed rather distributed in a way to support species survival). At the same time, geomorphic processes can

affect the survival of same organisms.

Figure: Schematic description of two representative spatiotemporal patterns of niche construction by plants within

riparian systems (Corenblit et. al., 2009).

Project Introduction
concepts are related to the fact that many organisms do not modify geomorphology in a neutral Ecogeomorphological



Connectivity and Complex Network Theory
A key property of eco-hydro-geomorphic systems is connectivity; it governs how organisms, matter and/or energy are

exchanged between system components. In recent years, connectivity has been used to understand complex systems.

The fundamental approach to capture the global properties associated with the complex systems is to model them as

network/graph, whose nodes represent the dynamical units, and whose links stand for the interactions between them.
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Figure: Schematic example of network to illustrate the concepts of Degree Centrality (DC), Clustering Coefficient

(CC) and Mutual Information (MI) (Tiwari et. al., 2020).
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Critical Nodes

In a complex network (system/process), not all nodes (components) have the same importance, and some nodes are

more important than others in shaping system behavior.
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Universal Definition

nodes whose removal significantly

degrades network connectivity

Broader Definition
nodes which are important based on

specific objectives

both definitions are dependent on

specific objectives/end goals

Project Introduction



Thesis Objectives

To examine the spatio-

temporal connections in

various climatic, biotic,

and abiotic components

of earth systems (one

variable at a time). The

goal is to identify critical

nodes in single layered

network.

Objective 1
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To understand the effect

of climate extremes on

biotic and abiotic

components and

subsequently, identify the

Engineer Pioneer Species

in specific

desert ecosystems.

Objective 2

To develop a multi-

layered complex

network-based modelling

approach to understand

ecogeomorphic systems.

Objective 3

To develop a conceptual

framework for

identification of critical

nodes in multiple

complex networks

(Computational

Neuroscience, Ecology,

Geomorphology,

Neuroscience, Social

Network Science and

Systems Biology).

Objective 4

Overarching Aim
To improve our ability to identify critical nodes in complex systems and transform our understanding of their role in

shaping system dynamics with a particular emphasis on land degradation in drylands.



To develop a conceptual framework for identification of critical nodes in multiple complex networks (Computational

Neuroscience, Ecology, Geomorphology, Neuroscience, Social Network Science and Systems Biology).

i-CONN Network based collaborative approach to build upon
work presented in Turnbull et. al., 2018.
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Objective 4

Identification of critical nodes in complex networks.
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Preliminary Analysis

Evolution of spatial and temporal connections in extreme rainfall under climate change

*Non dryland study
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Increasing
extremes

under climate
change

95 percentile



What about connections in rainfall extremes?
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What about connections in rainfall extremes?
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Summary of Presentation

I am looking forward to

learning a lot about

complexity/connectivity

from all of you.

Summary 4
Please feel free to

communicate your ideas

on 'Identification of

critical nodes in complex

systems', I am hopeful

that we will produce

something interesting on

this topic.

Summary 2
I am really interested in

Complexity

Sciences/Complex

Network Theory. And I

would love to be a part of

any discussions around it,

so please ping me if you

think we can discuss it

anytime.

Summary 1
I am quite comfortable

with various types of data

conversion, network

based data analysis, I

hope I will be able to help

you in some way in near

future.

Summary 3
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Thank you!


